


ARCHITECTURAL
VENEER PANELSNAVY ISLAND

NAVY ISLAND SHOWROOM, ST. PAUL, MN

Stock and custom sized veneer panels up to 5’ x 14’,  
thicknesses from 1/32” to 3”

Color & grain matched or blueprint-matched to doors  
and frames (quanti!ed by 5 levels of matching)

Custom veneer matching to existing projects

Custom stain and !nish matching

Internally or externally-applied solid edgebanding

Externally-applied veneer edgebanding
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CORE OPTIONS

VENEER OPTIONS

!" Fleece, 10 & 20 mil paper and phenolic backing

!" 2-ply & 3-ply "exible veneer skins

!" Flexible kerfed core

!" Particleboard core (PBC) M1, M2/MS & M3 density

!" Light Density Fiberboard (LDF), Medium Density Fiberboard 
(MDF) & High Density Fiberboard (HDF)

!" Fire-rated Particleboard core & Medium Density Fiberboard

!" Moisture-resistant PBC, MDF & VC

!" No Added Formaldehyde PBC, MDF & VC

!" Agriboard (bio-composite !berboard)

!" Lightweight MDF & VC

!" Marine-grade BS 6566 & BS 1088 VC

!" MDF banded Veneer Core (CombiCore)

!" CARB-compliant (phase 2) PBC & MDF

!" Lumber core

!" AWI, HPVA and TruGrade certi!ed & graded veneers

!" Approximately 3 million square feet of 715 different species/slice/grade combinations

!" Sequenced, numbered & blueprint-matched panels, veri!ed with in-house generated, veneer- 
speci!c blueprints 

!" Sketch faces including, Diamond Match, Reverse Diamond Match, Box Match, Reverse Box Match, 
Starburst, Herringbone and custom designs.
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HEARTWOOD, or DURAMEN, 
is comprised of inactive xylem ves-

sels in the center of the tree.  When active, 
xylem vessels transport water and nutrients 
to the leaves.  Over time, xylem vessel walls 
accumulate minerals, oils, and dyes from 
the water they conduct, and eventually the 
vessels clog.  Since the vessels are !lled 
with material, they are usually darker and 
harder.  The heartwood no longer conducts 
water and minerals, but gives the trunk 
support.

 

SAPWOOD, or ALBURNUM, is 
responsible for the transportation of 

water and nutrients to the tree leaves.  The 
living part of the sapwood is the outermost 
growth ring.  The outer growth ring  

 

consists of cylindrical cells that have thin 
end walls separating them from the cells 
above and below them.  Once the cell dies, 
the end walls dissolve, creating ducts called 
xylem vessels.  Water and nutrients "ow up 
through the xylem vessels to the leaves via 
a wicking process.  As water in the leaves 
evaporates, the wicking process draws more 
water up the tree.

CAMBIUM is a thin, very soft 
layer of cells located between the 

sapwood and the inner bark. It uses sap 
(water containing sugar and nutrients) to 
create new growth of the sapwood and the 
inner bark.

INNER BARK, also known as the 
phloem, is responsible for bringing 

sap from the leaves to the cambium and the 
rest of the tree. 

OUTER BARK is the tough pro-
tective outer covering of the trunk, 

which is formed by the shedding and com-
pressing of the inner bark cells.  It protects 
the tree from insects, diseases, excessive 
temperatures and other injuries.   

GROWTH RINGS are circular 
rings that accumulate radially from 

the center of the trunk.  They are comprised 
of alternating layers called springwood and 
summerwood.  Each transition between the 
summerwood and the springwood indicates 
a year of growth.

SPRINGWOOD is the lighter col-
ored, soft, porous part of the growth 

ring.  It develops in the early spring when 
water is most plentiful.  It is usually thicker 
than the summerwood.

SUMMERWOOD is the darker 
part of the growth ring that develops 

in the latter part of the growing season.  
Summerwood is generally stronger, harder, 
and heavier than springwood.  Typically, the 
more summerwood that is found in the tree, 
the stronger the wood.

MEDULLARY RAYS, also know 
as pith rays or vascular rays, are 

walls of vascular tissue extending from the 
center of the tree through the sapwood and 
into the inner bark.  Medullary rays separate 
the vascular bundles in the sapwood and 
the inner bark and conduct "uids radially.
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ANATOMY OF A TREE

NAVY ISLAND
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PARTS OF A TREE



CROWN
The crown has the least commer-
cial value and can be processed 
into pulp and chipboard.

BURL
A burl is a very dense, enlarged 
growth that develops on any part 
of the tree as a result of irritations 
such as fungus infections, injury 
or insect eggs. Most burls have 
recesses that make them suscep-

tible to decay, rendering them unusable for many 
woodworking applications. Solid burls are the most 
desirable and expensive part of the tree.

One of the most prized burls is the Amboyna burl, 
found in Indonesia. Natives will travel deep into 
the jungle and climb a tree over 100’ to remove a 
burl that can weigh several hundred pounds. By the 
time this rare burl reaches the furniture market, it 
may be worth over $120,000.00.

STUMP BURL
The majority of burls are stump 
burls.  They are found at or below 
the surface of the ground. Walnut 
burl is one of the most recognizable 
stump burls. This human induced 
burl develops when an European 

Walnut sapling is grafted into the disease resistant 
American Walnut root. As the tree grows, this merg-
ing results in a burl that can grow over 6 feet in 
diameter.

CROTCH WOOD
Crotch wood is the feathery looking 
wood  at the intersection of two large 
branches. Fractures and decay are 
common to most crotch wood. The 
crotch will typically break during the 
logging process, adding to its rarity.

TRUNK
The trunk, also known as the stem 
or the bole, is the lower, branch-
free, straight section of the tree.  
It has the greatest commercial ap-
plication.  Rotary sliced, plain sliced, 
quarter sliced, rift sliced and half 

round sliced veneer is produced from the trunk.

THIRD CUT
The third cut may yield some 
lumber, but not veneer.  Lumber 
from this part of the tree is not 
dimensionally stable and usually 
has a wild grain with more knots.

SECOND CUT
The second cut is narrower, 
has more defects, and is not as 
likely to make the same quality of 
lumber or veneer as the !rst cut 
in domestic hardwoods.  Larger 
softwoods and tropical hardwoods 
may often yield multiple cuts, 
sometimes providing over 50 feet 
of trunk that is veneer grade.

FIRST CUT
The !rst cut encompasses the 
!rst 8’-12’ of the trunk.  This sec-
tion has the fewest defects and 
will produce the widest veneer 
leaves. Veneer logs require a 
minimum diameter of 11”.

PROCESSING A TREE

NAVY ISLAND
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Quarter sliced veneer has a straight grain without any cathedral.  It is produced on 
the same machine used for plain sliced veneer. For a quarter slice, the log is cut into 
four sections and mounted, so the knife blade cuts perpendicular to the growth rings.

In certain species such as Oak, Lacewood, and American Sycamore, noticeable 
rays extend out from the center of the tree.  When the knife blade cuts the 
rays, a random effect called "ake, appears.  Flake is often a desired 
effect in those species.

Quarter slicing produces narrower leaves than plain slicing, 
though many quartered tropical species will produce 
wide leaves and large sequences.

Plain sliced veneer is sometimes referred to as "at cut.  After being debarked and 
steamed, the log is cut in two halves lengthwise.  Each half is mounted on a metal 
stay, which rapidly moves up and down across a !xed blade.  This results in wide 
consecutive leaves of veneer with a cathedral grain (the arch-shaped grain structure). 

Plain sliced veneer is ideally suited for wall paneling and furniture because of 
its uniform grain structure and its ability to maintain large sequences 
due to optimization of the log.

QUARTER SLICE

PLAIN SLICE

NAVY ISLAND
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TYPES OF VENEER SLICES



For rotary slicing, a mill will remove the bark, steam the log to soften the wood, then 
mount the log on a large lathe and turn against a razor-edged knife.  As the log turns, 
the veneer is peeled in a continuous sheet, similar to a spool of paper being unrolled.  
It is the most economical method of producing veneer.  The veneer displays a wavy 
grain, since the knife blade remaining relatively parallel to the growth rings.  

Due to dif!culty in maintaining a uniform look within a log, rotary sliced 
veneer is primarily used for unsequenced faces, veneer core and 

lower grade backs of panels.  Exceptions include species in 
which rotary cutting will expose desirable characteristics 

that appear less pronounced in other types of slices.

Rift slicing is primarily done with Oak when a straight grain is desired without the 
effect of "ake.  The preparation of the log is similar to quarter slicing. With rift slicing, 
however, the log is mounted to a machine that spins the wood against a knife blade.  
The log is positioned so the knife blade intersects the growth rings while avoiding the 

"ake-producing rays.  Rift slicing generates a lower yield than plain slicing, reduc-
ing the number of sequenced leaves from a log. However, the uniform grain 

structure allows easier sequencing between logs than in plain sliced 
veneer.

 
Other species are occasionally referred to as rift sliced 

although they are usually quarter sliced logs of species 
that do not display "ake.

ROTARY SLICE

RIFT SLICE

NAVY ISLAND
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TYPES OF VENEER SLICES



CELL POLARIZATION

BARBER POLE

Barber poling is most common when book 
matching quartered and rift cut veneers. 
It’s mainly apparent when veneer is book-
matched.   This matching of the leaves 
reverses the angle of the cells on the face.  
Cells that pick up light on one leaf, cast a 
shadow on adjoining leaves, giving the ap-
pearance of alternating light and dark color.  
The intensity of barber poling may vary 
throughout a log depending on the angle 
of the cells in relation to the surface of the 
veneer. 

JAILBAR

Veneer will often vary in color across the 
width of a leaf.  Usually the color variation 
within the leaf will appear gradually, but 
slip matching will cause these variations 
to appear more pronounced. Using the slip 
matching method, the leaf is spliced to an 
adjoining leaf, resulting in a color varia-
tion called “jail bar.”  If the veneer is book 
matched, the color variation within the leaf 
will be more gradual across the panel.  “Jail 
bar” is most common when slip matching 
certain quartered veneers, such as Maple, 
Cherry, and Birch.

light
source

NAVY ISLAND
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TYPES OF VENEER MATCHING



RUNNING MATCH
In a running match, priority is given to 
maximizing the yield of the veneer. The 
widths of the leaves on the edges of the 
panel may vary from those leaves in-
between. This is the most ef!cient use 
of veneer but produces a more random 
and asymmetrical appearance between 
matching panels. Sequencing is avail-
able if speci!ed, however, running match 
is not recommend for sequenced wall 
panels.

BALANCE MATCH
In a balance match, the width of each 
veneer leaf in a panel face is the same. 
Panels may contain an even or odd 
number of leaves and the widths of the 
leaves may change from panel to panel 
within a sequenced set. This form of 
matching is recommended for sequenced 
wall applications where symmetry within 
a panel and maximum sequences are 
desired. Best used for quarter sliced, rift 
sliced and plain sliced veneers.

BALANCE & CENTER MATCH
In center & balance match, an even num-
ber of equal width veneer leaves makes 
up the panel face. This works best to pro-
duce a horizontal symmetry with veneers 
of heavy offset grain structure, such as 
pommele !gures and burls. Center & bal-
ance matching will increase the amount 
of veneer required to make a panel face 
and will reduce the potential length of a 
sequence. 

BOOK MATCH
Book matching is the more common 
method of matching veneer leaves and 
is most suitable for plain sliced veneer.  
Every other leaf is turned over, creating a 
mirror effect.  Opposite sides of the leaf 
re"ect light and accept stain differently, 
which often will produce a light/dark ef-
fect called barber pole. 

SLIP MATCH
Slip matching is better suited for quar-
tered or rift sliced veneer.  The same 
side of the veneer leaf is exposed.  The 
light/dark effect is minimized and the 
leaves of quartered or rift-sliced veneer 
often appear to blend into each other.

RANDOM MATCH
Random matching, also called plank 
matching, is done to achieve a solid 
lumber appearance.  Veneer leaves are 
intentionally mismatched in color, grain 
and leaf width.  This type of matching is 
more dif!cult than book or slip matching 
and it is important that speci!c details 
are given about allowable color and grain 
variations. 

plain sliced veneer plain sliced veneerquarter sliced veneer quarter sliced veneer

VENEER MATCHING BETWEEN LEAVES

VENEER MATCHING WITHIN A PANEL

NAVY ISLAND
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TYPES OF VENEER MATCHING



UNSEQUENCED PANELS
Unsequenced panels will not have a consistent 
look between them.  Veneer color, grain, and leaf 
widths will vary.  Unsequenced panels are not 
recommended for wall paneling, but can be suit-
able for !xtures and furniture components.

NATURALLY SEQUENCED PANELS
Naturally sequenced panels will be sequenced 
and will have a consistent look within the se-
quence, although the length of the sequences 
will vary and cannot be speci!ed.  Panel sequenc-
es will not match each other.  Natural sequences 
are best for !xtures, furniture components and 
disconnected walls, but not recommended for 
large unbroken wall paneling.

SPECIFIED SEQUENCED PANELS
Speci!ed sequenced panels are made from a 
consecutive run of veneer leafs, ensuring consis-
tent color and grain.  The veneer leafs will have 
graduating widths, unless otherwise speci!ed.  
Speci!ed leaf widths will reduce the yield of the 
veneer and limit the total potential length of a 
sequence.  The number of panels required in a 
sequence is determined before manufacturing 
and usually corresponds to the length of a wall or 
an area of a room.

BLUEPRINT-MATCHED PANELS
Blueprint matching panels is the most involved 
method of matching panels and requires a blue-
print along with an accurate take-off list of panel 
sizes.  Panels are usually cut to speci!c sizes 
to ensure a consistent matching throughout the 
project.  Doors are usually matched to the sur-
rounding panels.

3 panel sequence 2 panel sequence

VENEER MATCHING BETWEEN PANELS

NAVY ISLAND
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COMMON SKETCH FACES

REVERSE DIAMOND MATCH
       Book matched veneer leaves

STARBURST
       Book matched veneer leaves

HERRINGBONE
       Slip matched veneer leaves

REVERSE BOX MATCH
       Book matched veneer leaves

DIAMOND MATCH
       Book matched veneer leaves

BOX MATCH
       Book matched veneer leaves

NAVY ISLAND
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Holly plain slice Ayous quarter  sliceEnglish Sycamore quarter slice Red Alder plain sliceWhite Ash plain slice Prima Vera plain slice

White Pine plain slice Southern Cyprus plain slice White Birch plain slice

White Ash quarter slice  
fiddleback figure

Maple hard plain slice Maple hard quarter slice

Maple soft rotary slice 
curly figure

Maple hard rotary slice 
bird’s eye

Maple western rotary slice 
quilted figure

Anegre quarter slice 
fiddleback figure

Anegre plain slice

White Oak quarter sliceWhite Oak plain slice White Oak rift-slice

Anegre quarter slice

Red Oak plain sliceEuropean Beech plain slice 
steamed

European Beech quarter slice 
steamed

English Plaintree quarter slice Red Oak rift-slice Red Oak quarter slice

Maple hard quarter slice  
fiddleback figure

Hemlock quarter slice

Poplar plain slice

NAVY ISLAND
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Honey Locust quarter slice

Swiss Pearwood plain sliceAmarillo quarter slice 
figured

Lacewood quarter sliceHonduras Mahogany quarter sliceHonduras Mahogany plain slice

Movingue quarter slice 
figured

Persimmon plain slice

Narra quarter slice

Red Birch plain slice

Goiabao quarter slice 
figured

Hickory plain slice

Sen plain slice

Cherry quarter slice 
block mottle figure

Spruce quarter slice 
figured

Pecky Pecan plain slice

Cherry quarter sliceCherry plain slice

Tamo Ash rotary sliceGogo quarter slice
figured

Avodire quarter slice 
figured

Satinwood quarter slice 
figured

Eucalyptus quarter slice  
bee’s wing figure

Eucalyptus quarter slice 
figured

Douglas Fir quarter slice

Curupixa quarter slice 
figured

Ekop quarter slice 
figured

Maple soft plain slice 
variegated

Butternut plain slice Corina plain slice

NAVY ISLAND
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African Mahogany quarter slicePaldoa quarter slice 
mottle figured

Zebrawood quarter slice

English Brown Oak quarter sliceRed Gumwood plain slice 
variegated

Tigerwood quarter sliceOriental Wood quarter slice

Amazakoue quarter slice 
figured

Olive Ash plain slice

Kewazingo rotary slice Bubinga quarter slice

Cedrino quarter slice 
figured

Makore rotary slice 
pommele figure

Sapele plain slice

Makore quarter slice 
block mottle figure

Makore quarter slice Makore quarter slice 
fiddleback figure

Andiroba quarter slice 
figured

Walnut plain slice

African Mahogany quarter slice
fiddleback figure

Swiss Pearwood plain slice 
figured

Gaboon quarter slice 
figured

Redwood quarter slice 
figured

Western Red Cedar plain sliceBamboo quarter sliceElm, Gray plain slice

Caracolillo quarter slice

Teak, Golden quarter slice

Tropical Olive quarter slice

Jarrah plain slice

NAVY ISLAND
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Sapele quarter slice 
figured

Teak plain sliceSapele rotary slice
tortoise shell figure

Lauro Preto plain slice

Sapele quarter slice

Black Limba quarter slice Santos Rosewood plain sliceEtimoe plain sliceJatoba plain slice

Sapele rotary slice 
pommele figure

Walnut burl

Purpleheart quarter slice

Eucalyptus burl

Maple western burl Carpathian Elm burl

Wenge plain slice

Olive Ash burlEnglish Sycamore burl

Macassar Ebony quarter slice

English Yew burl

African Padauk quarter slice

Karelian Birch burl

Myrtle burl

White Ash burl Mappa burl

Redwood burl

Brazilian Rosewood plain slice East Indian Rosewood plain slice

Walnut, Australian quarter slice

Ipe plain slice

NAVY ISLAND
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• Cut-to-size panels up to 5’ x 14’, thicknesses  
from 1/32” to 3”

• Color & grain matched or blueprint-matched 
to doors  and frames

• Approximately 3 million square feet of 715  
different species/slice/grade combinations

• Custom stain and finish matching

• Internally or externally-applied solid edgebanding

• Externally-applied veneer edgebanding

• LEED compliant veneers and cores

VENEER PANELS

• Non-rated, 20 Minute, 45 Minute, 60 Minute  
and 90 Minute  fire-rated singles and pairs

• True stile & rail doors

• Acoustical, lead-lined & bullet-resistant

• Door sizes up to 7’ x 14’ x 2-1/4” thick

• Color & grain matched or blueprint-matched 
to panels and  frames

• Custom stain and finish matching

• Over 2100 doors in stock, with emergency 24-
hour custom  manufacturing on specific items

• Custom machining, including all popular  
types of locks,  locksets, hinges, flush bolts,  
exit devices, viewers and closers

• LEED compliant veneers and cores

• FlameTech® 20 & 45 minute fire-rated wood 
frames and lites

• FlameTech® 90 minute fire-rated veneer  
frames and lites

• Linear and compound radius multiple lite wall 
installations

• AWI Premium Grade fastener-less frames

• Split jamb frames

• Lock miter frames

• Custom matched veneer frames, jambs,  
casing and trim

• Color & grain matched or blueprint-matched   
to panels and doors 

• Shipped pre-assembled or knocked-down

• Rear-fastened, T-profile door stops

• Optional veneer over solid wood jambs

ARCHITECTURAL DOORS

FRAMES & LITES

www.navyisland.com
sales@navyisland.com

    YOUR COMPLETE RESOURCE FOR 
      ARCHITECTURAL WOOD PRODUCTS.
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